Currently recruiting authorized dealers nationwide,
please contact:

Angela Mostashari
949-735-7740
h.mostashari@gmail.com
mycigarchair.com
facebook.com/mycigarchair
Lake Forest Showroom
Aficionado Cigar Diamond Crown Lounge
23825 El Toro Road
Lake Forest, CA, 92630
(949)829-8474
clubaficionadocigar.com
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From the log of the tree to the finished masterpiece, the
Cigar Chair™ is completely customizable. With sizes
available in 20, 26, or 30 inches in height, the chair reclines
from 35-90 degrees. Options include an electric foot lift,
tall back, decorative nail studs, and more. The collection is
made with top grain, handcrafted leather, and frames are
available in oak, cherry and maple for indoor use; and teak
for outdoor. Cushions stuffed with down are hand finished
on their frame. Personal names or monograms may be
embroidered upon request. Leather color options include
black, blue, brown, walnut, cream, chocolate, Boudreaux,
brown, sangria, Aztec, caramel, henna, chestnut, cognac,
espresso, and more. Available in bonded leather as well as
two levels of upgraded Italian leather. Sample swatches
are available upon request.
Every Cigar Chair™ is equipped with a Spanish cedar
humidor, ash tray, and drink holder.

For those who enjoy the finer things in life, The
Cigar Chair™ by Darafeev is a necessary addition
to one’s collection. Darafeev Designs is world
renowned for fine resort furniture, and having
spent decades owning and managing Diamond
Crown lounges, Angela Mostashari is a design
expert in luxury spaces. The two have
established an exclusive partnership to provide a
complete line of cocktail and cigar bar
furnishings to adorn lounges across the United
States. With its extravagant, ergonomically
correct design and quality craftsmanship, the
Cigar Chair™ is unmatched in comfort. A
personal Spanish cedar humidor houses up to 20
cigars, and individual hidden compartments
provide storage for cutters, matches,
corkscrews, and other accessories. The
retractable drink holder is perfect for a glass of
scotch or a fine wine.

Each chair includes hidden storage compartments and detailed
leather and woodwork.

Designated the “ultimate cocooning instrument”, the Cigar
Chair™ collection was designed with indulgence in mind,
consistent with any product produced under the Darafeev
name. Find enjoyment in designing the perfect Cigar
Chair™ for yourself and never forget to take time to
smoke, drink, and relax… in the Cigar Chair™.

For information on where you can
purchase your very own Cigar Chair™
please refer to the back of this brochure.
Angela Mostashari of Aficionado Cigar
Diamond Crown Lounge is the exclusive
United States distributor for the Cigar
Chair™ by Darafeev collection, and will
be pleased to refer you to a local
authorized dealer. If you prefer, she will
work directly with you to create the
custom chair of your dreams. The Cigar
Chair™ is brought to you with “white
glove” delivery and is accompanied by a
five year manufacturer’s warranty. Well
versed in the lounge industry, Angela has
a dream team of architects and designers
on hand to build the ultimate “man cave”
as an addition to your home or business.
Please call for an estimate:
(949) 735-7740

www.mycigarchair.com

